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~F all the foolish fashions
slavishly followed all over

the world none can be more foolish
in recent years than the fashion
which demands a high heel and a
pointed, cramping toe, regardless
of the pain and discomfort it pro-
duces, because a fashionable shoe-
maker from Italy created a shoe
which by some mysterious psycho . ~ '4
logical process is held to be the4
most elegant and the most fashion-
able, and incidentally, usually the
most expensive. Notwithstanding *,*,,
that almost every orthopaedic
surgeon and physiotherapist con- Stiletto-heeled shoe - as shown in
cerned with the growth of healthy national newspaper, September, 1964
and beautiful female feet as well as
graceful gait iil walking has condemned the " stiletto-heeled shoe"
they are still worn and the style copied by the cheaper mass-produced
manufacturers.
Apart from the harm and discomfort they do to the feet, the

slender tapering heel, now invariably reinforced with a metal rod
down the centre, does irreparable damage to valuable wooden
floors and even more valuable Persian Palace rugs, with the result
that the owners of houses which contain these treasurers are obliged
to request their guests to remove their shoes or be more sensibly
shod.

It is calculated that the pressure weight of a stiletto heel, particu-
larly as it invariably is today reinforced by a metal rod down the
centre, is equivalent to the blow of two tons to the square inch in
the case of a ten-stone woman. Together with a three or four-inch
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heel and the pressure of tight pointed
tips to the toes, they soon produce /
bunions,corns,hammertoesanddamage 1*
the phalangeal bones and tendons ofthe
foot and instep.
By kind permission ofthe Consumers'

Association I reproduce a photograph
of a typical English teenage girl's feet
published in the September 1963 num-
ber of their magazine Which? under the
caption ' hallux valgus ' (big toe turned 4
towards the others). In addition to this
common deformity the photograph also
indicates a pronounced tendency to e
hammer toes, corns on all the small toes, The new fashion non-stiletto
a callous of the first phalange of the big and non-foot-deforming shoe
toe and possibly other defects and cal- the heel is scalloped forward
louses not so apparentinthephotograph. and therefore has much the
Compare this photograph with the x-ray same appearance as a stiletto
photographs of a young English girl's heel, but does not damage
left foot from two angles showing the floors or valuable Persian rugs
same typical deformations, to wit, hallux G. P-R.
valgus, hammer toes and the same sur-
face consequences, such as bunions, corns on the small toes, and
painful callouses through pressure in the wrong places (figures 1 and
2).
Would it not be sensible in future beauty competitions as well as

the Miss World Contest in London, that the competitors should be
judged in bare feet, and that ugly a'nd deformed feet and legs should
be counted against a competitor?

Female foot deformations amongst the ancient Chinese
The only nations which deliberately required the deformation of

female legs and feet for a cosmetic purpose were China and Indo-
China. Notwithstanding this widespread custom in China, the
Manchus generally and the Royal family especially despised the
custom to such an extent that, according to one tradition, any female
entering the Royal Palace with deformed feet was liable to be put
to death.

In the lower classes the mother undertook the operation of bind-
ing the feet of little girls. In the supenor classes women especially
trained were kept for this purpose. Small girls between the ages of
four up to six or seven began to submit to these manipulations.
Apart from the big toe, which was left in the normal position, the
small toes were forcibly bent and kneaded into position underneath
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Figure 1.
HALLUX VALGUS

(Big toe turned towards the others)
Reproduced from report on teenage girls' shoes, Which? September, 1963, by

permson of the Consumers' Association

/7'

Fiu 2.
Two x-ray photographs of a young English woman's left foot showing:

(1) Appreciable degree of hammer toes and, as a consequence, of corns on the
small toes

(1) Bilateral pressure bringing big toe towards little toe of foot, causing deformity
Of bis toe of about 350 from the lateral position,
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the sole and then retained in that position by a bandage, 5 cms. in
width. At the same time, the lower phalanges of\the foot were bent
downwards and backwards towards the heel, thus reducing the
length of the foot by about one-quarter. Thus from the tip of the
big toe to the end of the heel, the foot measured an average of about
8 cms. The bandages were renewed daily and the foot left bare
while it was washed and rubbed with alcohol, as a precaution against
ulceration. At a later stage the manipulated foot was usually con-
fined within a strong convex-soled boot to force the toe of the foot
towards the heel. (Figure 3 shows an x-ray of a Chinese female's
foot in a constricting shoe and bandage; figure 4 shows a Chinese
female's deformed foot; figure 5 shows soles of deformed feet.)

X~~~~~ ~~~~~.......... XXX

Figure 3.
Left foot of a twenty-two-year-old Chinese woman, in the pointed, constricting
shoe and bandage. Third stage of foot deformation. (Berlin, publication 1905,

reproduced in Das Weib, 1927)
It is easy to understand how painful this long-lasting process of

deformation was to the poor little Chinese girls. Yet their mothers
would scold them, much in the way of European mothers: " How
foolish you would be if you did not submit to foot-binding and allow
your feet to become big. Later on you would not be pretty and
would never get a husband. "*

" Unfortunately our own women cannot be wholly exonerated
*The process of Chinese foot-binding is described in great detail and with

numerous illustrations in Das Weib (1927) by Doctors Ploss and Bartels, from
which some of the above passages are quoted and translated. Das Weib. Vol. I.
pp. 286-300, etc.
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from acquiring their own mis-
conceived ideal of beauty,
which actually conduces to-
wards bunions from which
their feet suffer through too-
pointed shoes produced by
pressure upon the joints of
the big toe, thereby causing
great discomfort and pain to
their unfortunate owner."
Since this was written by
Doctors Ploss and Bartels in
1927, the foolish European
fashion for shoes with high
stiletto heels and pointed con-
stricted toes has produced an
aggravated form offoot defor-
mation little less absurd than
the Chinese method now
abandoned.

i1

Figure 4.

Straz said very aptly in his A Chinese woman's articially detormned
talks about beauty of the foot. (Ploss und Bartels)
female body: " Countless are
the sisters of Cinderella, who must spare no sacrifice in order to force
their feet into shoes too small for them."

Figure 5.
A kneeling Chinese woman showing the soles of her feet. The small toes are
bent back beneath the soles. In order to shorten the feet according to old Chinese
fashion the heel is forced towards the big toe. From an illustration in Das Weib,

Vol. I by Drs Ploss und Bartels.


